
todd desks
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fast & functional desks 
simple to put together, take 

apart, move and repeat. 
no fuss. 

introducing todd.
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todd’s simple and quick set-up is
great for workspaces that need to 
quickly adapt to new set ups

“
”

LUCIE CARR, 
SPACE PLANNER
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Todd Starter, Extension & End Desk Configured Back-To-Back with a Central Screen



vertical cable  
management system

feet levellers

streamlined modern leg

Integral modesty
panel

high capacity
cable tray with
cable clamps

2x on-desk cable ports 
for easy access

6 Todd Standalone Desk



The Todd desk is our next generation of single cantilever desks, 
a new and improved version of our popular Solo desk. Designed 
and manufactured in-house, the Todd desk is inspired by our local 
phrase of ‘on your todd’ - to be by yourself. The new Todd desk 
can be used as a single standalone desk, or with modular  
extensions to maximise leg space and reduce cost creating  
side-to-side or back-to-back configurations. 

Ideal for temporary or fast-paced offices with constantly changing 
team structures, Todd desks are quick and easy to relocate and 
reassemble and feature a comprehensive cable management 
system to keep your office looking tidy. The Todd desking range 
comes equipped with a steel modesty panel and a hidden vertical 
cable management system (1) for wires to feed up the leg into the 
rear cable tray (2) and up through the desk cable ports (3).

Single Desk

on your todd
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Side-to-Side Modular Desk Side-to-Side Modular Desk x2
Placed into a back-to-back desk configuration
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 - Standalone or side-to-side desking run that can be placed into 
back-to-back desk configuration.

 - Cantilever-styled leg with integral cable management to feed 
cables from floors to the rear cable tray.

 - Rear cable tray with a cable access point to feed cables to 
desktop.

 - Two on-desk cable ports in a white fixing.
 - Rectangular top.
 - Fixed 25mm MFC worktop with 2mm ABS edge.
 - Fixed height at 730mm.
 - Available workstation widths: 800mm – 1800mm.
 - Available with privacy screens, on-desk and under-desk 

electrics & monitor arms.
 - Tested to: BS EN 527-2: 2016 + A1: 2019, BS EN ISO 9241, 

1999 Part 5, and BS EN 527, 2011, Part 1. 

todd
Ideal for fast-paced offices with constantly changing team  
structures, Todd desks are quick and easy to relocate and assemble.

Single Todd Desk

FEATURES & BENEFITS
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todd

9Todd Starter and End Desk
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